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ABSTRACT

The main objective of the study is to focus on oldest form of tribal art in India- Bhil Art. The article deals

with the history of Bhil tribe, their distinctive style of painting, usage of raw materials, motifs and colours in

their art. The study is based on secondary data collection. Data is collected from journals, books, websites,

published thesis, etc. Through this study, an attempt is made to bring light on journey of an art form, that of

traditional paintings of walls on the medium of paper. The study brings to the conclusion that the art and

painting characteristics of Bhil Community are distinctive and this style of art should be promoted from the

village walls to the art exhibits to clothing industry. It can be used as a source of inspiration combining with

creative designs in fashion. It has been observed that there is a lot of potential to create employment and help

Bhil tribal artist to sustain their art.
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1. INTRODUCTION

India has diverse and rich cultural traditions. These cultural traditions contributed many art forms which includes

both folk and tribal art.There are more than 2500 tribes found in India. For thousands of years, the numerous tribal

communities of India (Adivasi), with their different specific traditions & religious ideas, have made a great

contribution to the rich, multi-faceted cultural diversity of the country. Religious motifs are main element of their

art. Relation of these tribal arts and religion is auniversal characteristic.It is an important part of living of tribal

people. In tribal societies, there is no real distinction between art & life.These traditional art forms continue to be

alive in the centre of modern & urban context through their use in marriages, festivals & other special occasions in

the form of decorations in temples, houses, clothing, etc. These art forms are reflected through motifs and the use of

bright colours. According to Pratapaditya Pal, tribal art is the artefacts and objects which have been produced

directly by members of specific tribal community or by professional craftsmen who have made the artefacts taking

into account the specifically tribal concepts and needs of their clients.There are some famous tribal art forms of

India like Warli paintings, the Bhil painting and Gond paintings, Santhal painting, thefamous Madhubani Paintings,

Saora paintings, and Pithoro paintings. These tribal art forms are mainly created by respected tribe members. The

patterns with characteristic colourful designs formed by the artisans are very enriching, authentic and simple. The

tribal art forms of India often representfolklore and legends of local idol and their supernatural beings. Bhil art has

traditionally been used on the walls. Nowadays, the application of this art is explored to museums in form of canvas

paper.There are some art organizations likeOjas bringing forth the tribal artist work through exhibitions and

museums. Due to a lack of awareness and knowledge this art is not experimented in the fashion field. Special
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efforts are needed to help this wonderful art emerge from paper to clothing.

2. ORIGIN OF BHIL TRIBE

Bhil art is very old in India& also considered largest community among other Indian tribes today. The history of this art

probably goes back in the prehistoric time.The reference about Bhil people in the ancient Hindu epics, the Ramayana and

Mahabharata made this tribe one of most ancient tribes in India. Valmiki, who documented the Ramayana, was also from a

Bhil.Earlier Bhil community was the inhabitant of rocky and hilly area. Now, this tribal community exists in the western

and central India, where major sub groups of this tribe found in Northern parts of Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Madhya

Pradesh. Among all Bhil tribes, the major Bhil tribes are Vasava, Bheelala, TadviDholi, Garasia, Mewasi, Bhagalia and

Rawal.In historic reference, Bhils have battled against Mughals, Marathas and British and have been notified as great

warriors. The Bhils are well known for their superstitious nature as they strongly believe in variety of spirits, ghosts, gods,

goddess, and deities. These people followed only their designed set of rules and regulations.

3. BHIL ART

Bhil paintings are artistic and imaginative art of Bhil tribe which is considered oldest art form of tribal art of India.The

Bhils follow mainly agricultural life living close to surroundings.Elements like folklores, rituals, tattoos, songs are the

centre point of their art. Their paintings indicate the changing seasons, landscape of the fields during harvesting and rituals

of gods. The strong influence of natural environment is seen in the Bhil art.

TraditionallyBhil paintings are done to decorate their houses.Walls are prepared every year by applying plaster of

earth known as “mittichitra”. On the walls and ceilings of their houses, we can find wonderful images from legends and

traditions. Mainly, walls and floors have been painted by women folkwith the mythological stories and images from nature.

Figure 1: A Bhil artist painted wall with Natural Motifs; Image Source - bhilart.com
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4. RAW MATERIALS USED IN BHIL PAINTING

The traditional art form of Bhil community is to decorate the walls of their houses, shrines and temples. Artistic drawings

and paintings are done on the mud walls with natural colours. These colours are preparing from leaves and flowers from

nature and other natural materials.Traditional colours are mostly prepared from rock or clay which they obtained from their

surrounding area and fields.Neem twigs are frayed and used as brushes to fill the colours.Also to draw some ethnic

drawings traditionally middle or ring finger of right hand is used to fill the colour.

Among traditional colours used in filling the art, carbon of used cells is converted into black colour, turmeric is used for

yellow, black berry is used to make blue and purplewhile lime is used as white colouring agent. All these materials are

obtained from nature.To form a paste these raw materialsare crushed into powder then mixed in warm water.Often rice

powder paste with water is used as paint.

Nowadays, for preparing traditional and modern paintings, acrylic or synthetic colours are also used by members

of the younger generations of the Bhil tribe. Pencil and scales are also recently introduced to draw the outline.

5. MOTIFS OF BHIL PAINTING

The figures drawn on the walls are mostly sacred like temples, swastika and ritualistic like rituals followed as part of ritual

ceremony. The belief behind these paintings is to promote fertility, avoid diseases, and to preventany harm from

inauspicious spiritand the ghost spirits.

Bhils used combinations of motifs like natural objects like sun, star, moon; animal motifs like cattle, snake,

elephant, rat, tiger, goat and birds specially peacock along with floral motives like leaves, flowers, plants and banyan tree

in their paintings. Floral motives are integral part of their painting tradition. Sacred motives include swastika, trident,

temples, shrines etc. in their art. The other day to day life motives like hunting, ploughing of field, mulching of cows,

carrying of water by females, churning of milk, climbing on trees, children playing in the field, dancing marriage

procession and so on are commonly observed motives of their painting tradition. Paintings are also drawn on the body of

the cattle during Govardhan Pooja.

Pithora Painting- This is a unique style of figural wall painting by the Bhil tribes of western Madhya Pradesh.

These drawings are often made for thanksgiving or as an offering to God or for a wish to be fulfilled.Bhil artist are also

known as Lekhindra, painted Pithora horses or bulls on the walls of their homes in these style of painting.This art depicts

the significant events in their lives such as harvesting in the fields, fertility of land, various festivals, childbirth and various

mythological themes like wedding of the God Pithora & Goddess Pithori.

These motives are then filled with abstract patterns using symbols like dots, geometric designs like vertical lines,

horizontal lines with some patterns.
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Figure2: Animal MotifFigure 3: Tree Motif

6. DISTINCTIVE STYLE OF BHIL ART

The basic element of Bhil art is Story-telling and artists describe various stories on a particular ceremony through their art.

Traditionally in Bhil art, especially large but un-lifelike shapes of common characters are drawn.These motifs are then

filled with earthy but bright colours in plain form. On these drawings several patterns are created with the uniform dots of

multi colours which stand out prominently against the background.

Significant feature of Bhil art is the use of the dots that are not random. The motifs can be anything from

ancestors to divine beings and patternsdrawn on them are distinctive style of the individual artist. Very often dot pattern

made by the artists represent their own style.In-filling the motif is a prominent aspect of Bhil art. These are almost similar

to dot paintings of aborigine art by Australian people.Bhil artists apply only dots in variouscoloursin neat formation and in

several patterns. These paintings represent Pointillism art.

Objective

The objective of this paper is to represent and explore the status of tribal Bhil art.

7. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research methodology of this paper is based on secondary data. Data is obtained from secondary sources. Data is

collected through various journals, books, websites, published research thesis and blogs etc.

8. DISCOVERY-FROM WALL TO PAPER

Among all the tribal communities residing in India, Bhil tribe forms the second largest community. They are settled in

northern parts of Maharashtra, in the states of Gujarat, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. The themes of Bhil Art are born out

of an ancient connection with nature. Legends and tradition occupy major part in the Bhil. And the unique characteristic of

this art is filling of their drawing with multicolour dots in creative patterns. Some of the famous names representing these

paintings are: Bhuri Bai, Lado Bai, Sher Singh, Ram Singh and Dubu Bariya.

Bhuri Bai is inborn Bhil artist. At the very young age she used to make painting. Her inspirations were landscapes

from the village, local festivals. She used to paint laughing goddesses and everyday scenes of surroundings with mud.After
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taking lessons from her mother she used to paint huts and cows in a decorative way. These motifs then became important

characteristic of her work.Lado Bai is another well known Bhil artist. Her art reveals the religionand the belief in a

supernatural power that organizes and animates the Bhil community.

Both of these artists were discovered by Jagdish Swaminathan, a very famous Indian artist. During his days in

Bhopal, Swaminathan appreciated the skill of these tribal people, who worked in the museums as daily wagers and

encouraged them to transfer images from wall to paper and canvas. Lado Bai and Bhuri Bai are now a part of a museum

and discoveries of the visionary J. Swaminathan, whose contribution in tribal art is incomparable. Thus, Bhil artworks

transformed from mittichitra (mud paintings) to paper and then canvas.

Bhuri Bai now even started the paintings on paper using readymade colours and carry on her work to adorn the

walls at the Museum of Mankind in Bhopal. Lado Bai now works for Adivasi Lok Kala Academy where she used to paint

images of local festivals, ceremonies and animals from wall to paper. Lado Bai and Subhash Amliyar won the Master

Artist and Protégé Artist awards respectively. The exhibition showcases their workand work of some of the other artists

who applied for the award.

Figure 4: Bhil painting by renowned Bhil artist Lado Bai

Bhil artists, mostly women havejust now started to getacknowledgedon international platform.Their art shows
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simple human joys of birth, children playing, surrounding images and other ceremonial occasions like harvests that are

often forgotten in our modern society. The art of the Bhil tribe along with that of other tribal groups makes you aware of

simple pleasures in life. Recently, a film, “We Make Image”, was made on the journey of the Bhil tribe through its art.

Also, their work is being included in illustrated books.

9. CONCLUSIONS

This paper concludes that at the present time, many tribal art forms have been forgotten and it is essential to keep in

survival ones alive. In the current state, the skills of Bhil people are overshadowed by modern technology. The distinctive

style of Bhil painting is in-filling the motives with multicolour dots in signature pattern. Their paintings represent

similarity with pointillism art which can be promoted and have a good chance of survival. The tradition of wall painting

survives on postcards, canvas paper and paintings in the exhibitions.There is huge potential to create employment for these

Bhil artists.More support from the fashion field and upcoming designers to their art and traditions would make the

community more self sufficient and it would also be a step in the right direction to help and preserve this exquisite part of

our heritage.

10. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations and suggestions are made on the basis of study conducted and collected literature:

Traditionally this tribal art is practised on the walls of their homes and now experimented on canvas paper.Only

those artistic traditions which can be marketed have a chance of survival. Upcoming fashion designers should promote this

unique style of Bhil painting on clothing by using it as a source of inspiration in their collection. The combination of this

art as an inspiration and their creativity in design will have a huge impact in the fashion field.

It is also recommended that proper training to imitate the art on fabric with usage of modern colours and special

attentionshould be given towards the empowerment of women folk artist so that these artists can help to get edge in

international market for national pride by preserving, promoting rich and most ancient Bhil art.
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